The mean squared displacement (MSD) is a way to characterize the random walk of particles in 1 to 3 dimensions. For each time interval possible, the average distance travelled (squared, to avoid negative values) is calculated and plotted on the MSD graph. Particles that are constrained in their movement or move slowly produce a slight slope whereas freely diffusing and actively moving particles have steeper slopes. The circular motion during NSS generates an oscillating curve since the bacterium repeatedly returns to the origin of its trajectory. (B) Schematic drawing of the forces exerted on bacteria during near surface swimming (NSS). The torque of the flagella rotating counter-clockwise (CCW, Red arrow) induces a slower rotation of the bacterial body in the opposite direction (CW, yellow arrow). Upon contact with a surface, the rotation of the bacterial body generates a perpendicular force (blue arrow) that diverts the bacterium from its linear to a circular track. : Light-induced heating of the samples leads to mixing of the intestinal content during intra-vital microscopy. S.Tm GFP was injected into the cecal lumen of an anaesthetized villin-RFP mouse. S.Tm movement in the cecal lumen was tracked over time using two-photon microscopy. See also Movie M9. Fluorescent S.Tm GFP are depicted in green. The border of the red fluorescent tissue is marked with the white dashed line. Auto-fluorescent food particles appear in orange. Thus, microscopy artefacts prevented more detailed analysis of the pathogen mucus interaction in the intact mouse gut.
